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Abstract 
Elias, J. and G. Valla, Rigid Hilbert functions, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 71 (1991) 
19-41. 
We prove that, given a local Cohen-Macaulay ring (A, m). suitable relations between the first 
two coefficients of the Hilbert polynomial determine the whole Hilbert function of A. The 
connection of these ideas with the Cohen-Macaulayness of the associated graded ring is also 
considered. 
Introduction 
Let (A, m) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension d. The Hilbert 
function of A is the numerical function HA(n) = dimk(m”/mli+l); the Poincare 
series of A is the series pA(z) = c r=-, HA(n)tn. By the Hilbert-Serre theorem, 
there exists a polynomial f(z) E Q[z] such that pA(z) /( 1 - z)~, hence there exists 
a numerical polynomial h,(X), called the Hilbert polynomial of A 7 such that 
hA(X) = cgii (-l)‘ej( “:!;-‘i’) and HA(n) = h&z) for all n +O. 
Not a great deal is known about the coefficients of hA(X). But, for example, if 
e, = 1, then A is a regular 10~1 ring and H,(n) = ( ‘+,” - ’ ) for ah n 2 0. 
On the other hand, we know that e, 1 embdim(A) - d + 1; if equality holds. 
Sally proved in [13] that PA(z) = [1 + (e - l)z]/(l - z)‘. Further, if d = 1, and we 
consider the polynomial ha(n) = e,(n + 1) - e, , such that hi(n) = /(A lm”+‘) for 
all n % 0, then the following values of e, determine the Hilbert function of A: 
e, = e - 1 (see [lo]), e, = e, e, = (5) and e, = (z) - 1 (see [9]). The result of 
Matlis has been extended to any primary ideal of a d-dimensional local Cohen- 
Macaulay ring by Huneke (see [8, Theorem 2.11). 
These results show that, in scme case, the Hilbert polynomial of A, or even 
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some of its coefscients, fk ~:*3 tb:~ ring A to have a specified Hilbert function. In 
[5], the first author defined such a polynomial a ‘rigid polynomial’. 
In this paper we push on these ideas and show that in many cases, the particular 
relationship between e:, and e, a ives complete information on the Hilbert function 
of the ring A. Also, we study the connection with the property that the associated 
graded ring gr,,,(A) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
In Section 0 we introduce for any local ring (A, m) of dimension ct a sequence 
Of integers (t?j)jEN depending only on A, and prove that ek = xi_, (: )aj, where 
PA(z) = C& a,zk/(l - zjd. These formulas, even if elementary and till now 
neglected, are one of the main tools in this paper. 
In Section 1, we first prove a lifting property for rigid polynomials (Proposition 
1.1) and then we relate the following invariants of a local Cohen-Macaulay ring 
A : regularity index i(A), initial degree indeg( A) and the degree s of the 
polynomial PA(f)( 1 - 2)” (Proposition 1.4). 
In Section 2 we first prove that el 2 max,(et - ( ,“I : )) and, if equality holds, 
PA(Z) = [C:=:, ( h+;-’ )z’ + cz’]l( I- z)‘, for some c 2 0 and gr,(A) is Cohen- 
Macaulay (Theorem 2.1). 
In the case P, = et - ( ;: z i ) -I- 1, the situation is not so clear. We prove that 
indeg( A) E {f - 1, t, t + I} and if d (: 1, we have a complete description of the 
different cases (Proposition 2.4). If d 2 2 and indeg(A) = f - 1 or indeg(A) = 
r + 1, then gr,,JA) is Cohen-Macaulay and the Hilbert function of A is fixed 
(Proposition 2.0 and 2.9). In the case indeg(A) = C, gr,JA) is not necessarily 
Cohen-Macaulay, but we have depth@,,(A)) 2 d - 1 (Proposition 2.10). 
Proposition 2.11 is what we can say in this case and it points out the main open 
question. It is not known for e, = 
P,(z)=[CfZ,:(h+j-l)~i+bz’+z’+’ 
et - ( i z : ) -I- 1 and indeg(A) 2 t, whether 
] I( 1 - z)” for some b 2 0. We remark that a 
positive answer to this question would give a positive answer to a certain question 
asked by Sally in [ 171. 
In Section 3 we give more examples of rigid polynomials for some class of 
graded algebras. In particular, we prove that for a Gorenstein graded algebra A, 
the conditions e, = e(t - 1) and indeg(A) 2 t, imply A is external in the sense of 
Schenzel (see [ 18]), and so the Hilbert series is fixed. 
Finally, we need to remark that some of our results extend. to a considerable 
extent, previous results by Ooishi in [ll]. Ooishi deals with local rings of initial 
degree 2, a situation in which our problems are often very easy to study. 
0. Xotations 
Given a numerical function kZ-4, we define AF:ZhE by (AF)(n) = 
F(n) - F(rr - 1) and CF:Z+Z by (W)(n) = ~~z_p: F(i), for all n. It is clear that 
ACF = CAF = F. Recursively we define A”‘F(n) = A(A”-*‘F)(n). Further, we say 
that a numerical function F: Z+ Z is a polynomial function, if there exists an 
integer 12, and a polyn [Z] suck that F(n) = p(F)(n) for all 
n 2 II,,. It is clear that p( ) is unique and we denote by i(F) the minimum FZ,, 
such that F(n) = p( F)(t 
Also it is well know lynomial function, then 3F and TF are 
pofynomial functions an dF) = i(F) + t and i(2F) = i(F) - f. 
Let A be a d-dimensi local ring with maximum ideal nt and residual field k. 
We will denote by e the ltiplicity of A and by N the embedding dimension o 
A. We put Ct=N-n. e denote by indeg(A) the initial degree of A. i.e. 
indeg(A)=min{i]H,(i)#t *“‘f-‘)}. 
Throughout this paper will be a regular local ring of dimension N and A4 its 
maxima1 ideal. As usual denote by gr,(A) the graded ring associated to A; if 
A = R/Z, I* is the horn s ideal of gr,,(R) = k/X,, . . . , X,] such that 
gr,,(A) = gr,(R)lI*. We by u(l) the number of elements of a minimal 
basis of an ideal 1. 
The Hilbert function the local ring A is the numerical func:ion defined by 
HA(n) = dim,(&‘Im”“) every n L 0 and H,(n) = 0 for n < 0. 
The ith Hilbert-sum ansform Hi is obtained from & via the recursive 
formula I& = 2&-‘, where we let Nt = H, . We get AH> = II’,- ‘. The Poincare 
series of the local ring A the series PA(z) = EnsO H,(n)? If we define the ith 
Poinr;sre series as the ies PA(z)= CnrO Hi(n)z”, we easily get Pi(z) = 
(I - z)Pyl(z) for all i= 
By the Hilbert-Serre t orem, there exists a polynomial f(z) E Z[ z] such that 
f(1) = e and PA(z) =f(z) /f 1 - z)“. We let s - = s(A) = deg( f) and f(z) = c.iCo aiz’; 
then 4, = 1 and a, = h. 
It follows that P’,(z) = &z) /( 1 - z)~+~ for all positive integers i. hence, if n 9 0, 
we get 
This proves that ZY> is a polynomial function and ;)(HA) is a polynomial 
hi E Q[X] of degree d + i - 1. We shall use as a base for the Q-vector space of 
polynomials of degree “p the polynomials 
where we define for a nonnegative integer q 
( 1 x+q =(X+q)(X+q-1)*=*(X+1)/q!. 4 
Using the fact that h;(X) is a numerical polynomial, one can find integers 
(i) (i) 
e. , -. -, ed+i-l such that 
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Now it is easy to prove that for all j 2 0, ey’ is the same for all j such that 
d + i - 11: j. Hence, there exists a sequence {ei)j=o of integers, depending only 
on A, such that for all i 2 0 
Using the equality ( mi’ ) = CL=, (- l)‘( i )( F-k” ), we get for PZ % 0 
This proves the equalities 
ek = 
for every k 2 0. we say that e,, . . . , ed+i_l are the integers associated to hi. 
Notice that e, = 0. 
If x E m is a superficial element and a nonzero divisor in A, then it is well 
known that hl,JX) = hA(X). Th‘ 1s implies ek (A /xA) = e,(A) for every k = 
0 9. * l , d- ‘1. 
Superficial elements exist if Ah is infinite. If, in addition, A has positive 
depth, there exists a superficial element which is also a nonzero divisor. Further- 
more, by Lemma 1.1 in [S] we may choose x to be ‘generic’ so that A and A!x_A, 
have the same initial degree. 
Remark. For the proof of the results of this paper we need the following 
formulas, which are well known or can be easily proved by induction: 
h+j-l)=(h+;-l), 
(h+1)( “;+;‘)=(t-1,(h+;-‘), 
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(,“lf)=i(t-i)(h+j-l), 
i=O 
f-l 
c.( i=O l h+j-l)=p-;l), 
t-l z;:)i”‘i’)-o(“::;‘). 
i=O 
1. Rigid properties 
Definition. Let % be a class of local rings. Let F be a polynomial function. We say 
that f is i-rigid for % if for all local rings A E %, with hd = p(F), we have HL = F. 
If f(X) is a numerical polynomial, we say that f(X) is i-rigid for % if there is a 
polynomial function F such that F is i-rigid for 95’ and J(X) = p(F). 
Let 5$, be the class of local rings of dimension d and positive depth. 
Proposition 1.1. Let F be a numerical function, d and i positive integers. If F is 
i-rigid for %&_, , the follow statements hold: 
(1) CF is i-rigid for %&. 
(2) IfAE(e,andhi= p(ZF), then depth(gr,(A)) 11. 
If for all B E Zd_ 1 with HB = F the associated graded ring is Cohen-Macaulay , 
then the same is true for all A E V& with HA = CF. 
Proof. Let A be a ring of G?$, such that h; = p(ZF). Let x be a superficial element 
in A which is also a nonzerodivisor. By a result of Singh, we have H:‘(n) I 
Hi ,&n) f or all n 2 0 and equality holds for n % 0. Hence for n % 0 we have 
Hi&n) = H:‘(n) = AH:(n) = F(n). Since p(F) is i-rigid we get Hi,,,, = F. 
Hence H:‘(j)5 F(j) for alljr0. Eut again for n%O, wp, have CT=, H:‘(j)= 
Hi(n) = @F)(n) = ~~=o F(j) hence Hy’ = F and Hi = ZF. As for (2), we 
remark that _Hh = Z_E!L& implies x* is a nonzerodivisor in gr, (A), hence 
depth(gr,(A)) 2 1 and gr,(A)@*) = gr,lcx) A l(x). From this last equality it is 
easy to deduce (3). Cl 
Remark. From the above proposition we get that every rigid polynomial for the 
set of one-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay rings defines a rigid polynomial for the 
set of d-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay rings of dimension d 2 1. 
We denote by i(A) = i(HA) = Max{n E Zl H,(n) # h,(n)} + 1, the regularity 
index of A. Notice that the regularity index could be a negative integer: i(A) = - r 
for A = k[[X, , . . . , XJ], r L: 2. We insert a proof of the following well-known 
result for the sake of completeness. 
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Proposition 1.2. For a local Cohen-Macaulay ring A, we have i(A) = s - d + 1. 
Proof. We have 
i AH,(n)z” = 5 (H,(n) - HJn - 1))~” 
m=O I1 =o 
= i H&W’- i H,(n - 1)~” = (1 - z)P,(z). 
n=o n=O 
Inductively we get 
i A’d)HA(n)zll = PJz)(l - z)” . 
n =o 
Since PA(z) = f(z)l(l - z)~, with s = deg(f), we get i(Atd’H,) = s + 1. On the 
other hand, we know that i(Atd’H,) = i(A) + d, hence the conclusion follows. 
cl 
Proposition 1.3. If (A, m) is a local Cohen-Macaulay ring with 
for some t 2 1 and c 2 0, then gr,,(A) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. Let B be an artinian reduction of A. Since indeg(B) = indeg(A) = t 
and embdim(B)= h, we have HB(i)=(h+j-l), 095 t- 1. Now P,(X)/ 
(1 - X)” 2 PA(X) and the equality holds if and only if gr,(A) is Cohen- 
Macaulay. We have 
hence HB( t) 2 c. Since e(B) = e(A), this implies H,(t) = c and Hs( p) = 0 for all 
p 2 t + 1. The conclusion follows. Cl 
Proposition 1.4. Let (A, m) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring. Then s 2 
indeg( A) - 1, i(A) 2 indeg(A) - d. and the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) s = indeg(A) - 1, 
(2) PA(Z) = Cjn_doe@)-l h+j-l zi/(l- z)d, 
( ) 
(3) i(A) = indeg(A) - d. 
Moreover, if this is the case, gr,(A) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
roof. Let 17 = indeg(A). We have PA(z) = l/(1 - z)” mod(z”), hence f(z) = 
l/(1 - z)” mod(zq). ‘nce l/(1 - z)” = zj20 (‘+j-l)$, we get s 2 q - i and the 
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equality holds if and only if f(z) = cy=Yt ( ‘+j - ’ )z’. Hence, we have that (1) is 
equivalent to (2). F. 3rn Proposition 1.2 we get that (2) is equivalent to (3). 
If A verifies one of the above conditions, then from Proposition 1.3. gr,,(A) is 
Cohen-Macaulay. Cl 
2. Rigid coefficients 
Theorem 2.1. Let (A, m) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring. If t is a positive 
integer, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) pA(z) = [Cl:; ( h+;-l . )z’ + czf] /( 1 - 2)” for some c 2 0, 
(2) e=( “‘/:-‘)+~,e,=h(~~~~~)+ct,for~omec~O, 
(3) e= ( 
/r+t-I ) + c, e, = e(t - 1) - ( “I::; ’ ) + c, for some c 2 0, 
(4) 5 =eZ(:::), 
(9 e, Set-(;;::). 
Moreover, if this is the case, gr,,,(A) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. It is clear that ( 1) implies (2). If (2) holds we get 
h+t-1 
5 =h( h+l 
+ cc 
= ( 1,( t- h+;-')-(h,':;l)+c+c(t-l) 
=(t-l)e-(h~~~l)+c, 
hence (3) holds. If (3) holds we get 
Hence (3) implies (4). Since (4) implies (5) we need only to prove that (5) 
implies (1). Let us assume that the result is true if d = 0, 1. This implies that 
Cohen-Macaulay local rings A of dimension 1 = d - d + 1 with e, 5 et - ( ,“+* i ) 
have 
hence, by Proposition 1.3, gr, (A) is Cohen-Macaulay. Now it is clear that if 
dz2, the property e+et-(,hli) is stable modulo the ideal generated by an 
element of a minimal reduction of A. We can apply the results in [ 16, Section 21 
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(see also [ 17]), to get that gr,(A) is Cohen-Macaulay for every d. From this it 
follows that PA(z) = PB(z) /( 1 - z)‘, where B is an artinian reduction of -4; the 
conclusion follows from the case d = 0. 
Let d=O and P,(Z)=CS=oaiZ’, 05aiI(“+f-‘), a,#O; then we get 
i (t-l)a,si (t-i)(h+i_l) 
i=O i=O 
This implies s 5 t, hence CT=0 (t - i)a, (: C:=O (t - i)a,. Thus we get ai = 
h+i-1 
( . ), 0 5 i 5 t - 1, and the conclusion follows. 
Let d = 1. We have h:(n) = e(n + 1) - e, and we know that HA(i)5 
min(( ’ ;t ’ ), e). Further HA(i) = e - pi with nonnegative integers pi 5 e having the 
property that if pi = 0, then pi =0 for jli. Thus, if rzZ=-0, we get 
e(n + 1) - te + 
t-l 
5 e(n + 1) - e, = 2 HA(i) + (n - t + 1)e - i pi , 
i=O i=t 
hence 
But then 
This implies HA(i)=(!lii), Osist-1 and HJi)=e, izt. The conclusion 
follows. El 
As a trivial consequence of the above theorem, we get the following extensions 
to the higher-dimensional case of the quoted results of Matiis and Kirby. 
Corollary 2.2. Let (A, m) be a local Cohen-Mrccaulay ring. 
(1) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1.1) e, = e - 1, 
(1.2) e=h+l, 
(1.3) e, = h. 
(1.4) PA(z) = (1 + hz)l(l- z)“. 
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(2) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(2.1) e, = e, 
(2.2) e = h + 2, and gr,,(A) is Cohen-Macaulay, 
(2.3) e, = h + 2, 
(2.4) PA(z) = (1 + hz + z2)/(1 - z)~. 
Proof. By [ 12, Theorem 3.31, (1.2) and (1.4) are equivalent, while (1.4) implies 
(1.1) and (1.3). If e, = e - 1, since ezh+l, we get c, =e-112e-(h+2), 
hence PA(z) = (1 + hz + cz')l(l - z)‘. It follows that e = 1 + h + c, e, = h + 2c, 
hence c = 0 and (1.4) holds. If e, = h, since e 2 h + 1, we get e, = h 5 2e - (h + 
2), hence PA(z) = (1 + hz + cz’)/(l - z)‘. It follows that e, = h + 2c, hence c = 0 
and (1.4) holds. 
It is clear that (2.4) implies (2.1) and (2.3) while (2.4) is equivalent to (2.2) by 
[ 12, Proposition 3.83. 
If e, = e, by (1) we get e 2 h + 2, hence e, = e ~2e - (h + 2) and 
PA(z) = (1 + hz + z’) /(l - z)“. It follows that e, = h + 2c = e = h + 1 + c, hence 
c = 1 and (2.4) holds. If e, = h + 2, by (1) we get e 2 h + 2, hence e, = h + 2 5 
2e-(h+2) alid P,(z)=(l+hz+cz2)/(1-z)~. It follows that e,=h+2= 
h + 2c, hence c = 1 and (2.4) holds. 0 
Remark 1. As a very special case of this corollary we get [16, Theorem 3.21. Let 
(A, m) be a d-dimensional local Cohen-Macaulay ring with d 2 2 and multiplicity 
e. If h,(n)=(“i!;‘)e+(“‘,d-2), then embdim(A)=e+d-1. 
Since h,(n)=(“~!~2)e+(“+nd-2)=e(“~!~‘)-(e-1)(’1~!~2), we have 
e, = e - 1, hence we get e= h + 1 = embdim(A) - d + 1. 
Remark 2. As a very special case of the above corollary ‘ye get the following 
result of Sally [16, Theorem 3.31: Let (A, m) be a d-dimensional local Cohen- 
Macaulay ring with d ~2 and multiplicity e. If h,(n) = ( “;‘;!r2)e + ( ‘+tS3), 
then embdim(A) = e + d - 2. 
Since h,(n) = e(“‘,!~‘) - e(“f!;2)+(ni!;3), we get e,=e, hence e=h+ 
2 = embdim(A) - d + 2. 
Definition. Let I be an ideal of R. We say that I is a determinantal ideal type 
(p, q, r) if I is generated by the p x p minors of a q x r matrix with entries in M 
and the codimension of I is (r i p + 1)( q - p + 1). By a classical result of 
Northcott and Eagon we know that determinantal ideals are perfect. 
Corollary 2.3. Let I be a codimension h determinatal ideal of type ( p, p, r) for 
some integers p, r. For any integer t - = 1 the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) PA(Z) = [c;:; ( h+j-l)zi + cz']/(l - z)d, 
(2) e(A)=(“+i-‘) and v(I)=(“‘:-‘). 
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Proof. If for some t 2 1 we have PA(z) = [c:lA ( ‘+j-l)zi + cz’]l(l- z)“, by [12, 
Theorem3.3],wegete(A)=(h’~-*)andujZ)=(h’~-’).Ife(A)=(“‘~-1)and 
v(Z) = ( ‘+:-l), then (“‘:-‘)I(~)=(“‘~-‘), hence tsP and iCMPcM’. 
This implies indeg( A) 2 t, so we can apply [ 12, Proposition 3.33, to get the 
conclusion. Cl 
Remark 1. Even in the case c = 0 the condition e = (‘I ‘i- ’ ) + c is not equivalent 
to the others in Theorem 2.1. Let A = k[[X, Y]]/(X’, XY’. Y’); then h = 2, 
d=O, e=6=(‘+iV1 ), but PA(z) = 1 + 2z + 2z2 + z3. 
Remark 2. Even in the case c = 0 the condition e, = h( “If:;‘) + ct is not 
equivalent to the others in Theorem 2.1. Let A = k[[t’, t6, t’“]]; then it is easy to 
see that P,(z)=(l-2z+z’+zJ)/(1-z), hence h=2 and el=8=2(2+:-1). 
Remark 3. Even in the case c = 0 the condition e, = e(t - 1) - ( “X:, ’ ) + c is not 
equivalent to the others in Theorem 2.1. Let A = k[[X, Y]] 1(X’, XY’, Y”); then 
h=2, d=O, P,(z)=1+2z+2z3, hence e=5 and e,=6=5(3-1)-(2’~-*). 
Remark 4. Let Z be a perfect codimension-h ideal of R such that A = R/Z is 
d-dimensional. If for some t 2 s we have PA(z) = [ zfi: ( ’ + f - * )zi + cz’] /( 1 - z)~, 
by [12, Theorem 3.31, we get e(A) = (h’L-‘) and u(Z) = (‘+:-I). As for the 
converse we will study the problem in a forthcoming paper (see [7]). 
Remark 5. The result for the 2-codimensional case was obtained by the first 
author in [4]. 
Now we come to the case e,=et-(,‘:z:)+l. 
sition 2.4. Let (A, m) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension d 5 1 
and t a positive integer. 
( 1) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1.1) e, = et-(:::)+1 andindeg(A)=t-1, 
(1.2) e, = et - (tii)+l and e2=e(~)+(“~‘)(“~~~‘)-(~)(“+~-‘)+t-1, 
(1.3) PA(z) = [c:Ii ( h+j-‘)~i + ((“r_!;‘) - 1)~‘~’ +-bz’)l(l - z)~, with b 20. 
(2) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(2.1) e, = et - (:=I)+1 and indeg(A)rt, 
(2.2) e, = et - (;:I()+1 ande,=e(4)+(“~‘)(“~:?)-(;)(“+i-‘)+t, 
(2.3) P&)=(~~~~(h’j-l)z~+bz’~zf+l)/(l-z)dwith bm0. 
In any case, if e, = et - (izJ+l, then t-l+ndeg(A)lt+l. 
Proof. An easy calculation shows that (1.3) implies (1.2) and (ll), while (2.3) 
implies (2.2) and (2.1). Let us assume that e, = et - ( ;:z: ) + 1. 
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Let n = 1. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we get for 11 s 0. 
e(n + 1) - te + 
h + t ( ) h+1 -l 
r-l 
= e(n + 1) - 4, =C H,(i)+@-t+l)e-ip,. 
i=o I=! 
hence 
0$,=‘&,(i)-(iJ:)+l. 
i=r i-0 
Since HA(i) 5 (‘It’) we get 
We have two possibilities: 
(1) c::; &(I’) = (:;I:) - 1, 
(2) C:r:, J-&(i) = <:zr ). 
If the first case holds, then HA(i)=(“ti) for i=O,...,t-2, HA(t-l)= 
( h Ti; ’ ) - 1 and cy=, pi = 0, hence p, = 0. This implies 
p,(z)=(!$(h+::-l 
i=o 
)$+((“:1;‘)-I)$-‘+bz’)i(l-z) 
for some bz0, hence indeg(A)=t-1 and e2=e($)+(‘Jt’)(l’l$‘)- 
G)( h+;-‘) + t - 1. 
If the second case holds, then HA(i) = ( h t ’ ) for i = 0, . . . , t - 1 and c F=, pi = 
1, hence pt = 1 and p,+* =O. This implies PA(z) = <c:$ ( hcj-‘)zi + bz’ + z’+l)/ 
(1 - z) for some b Z= 0, hence indeg(A) 2 t and e, = e( i ) + ( ” g I )( “I:: < ’ ) - 
( )( ; 
h+t-1 
) + 1. This proves the result in the case d = 1. 
Let HOW d = 0. We may write PA(z) = C~=o aizi, with 0 < a; 5 ( ‘+i- ’ ) for 
every i = 0,. . . , s. Then we get 
( 1 * i (t-i)a,Si (t-i)(h+j-l)=(~~~) 
i=O i=o 
= et - e, + 1= i (t - i)a, + 1 - 
i = 0 
This implies s 5 t + 1, otherwise -a,+ - , 2a,+, + 1 2 0, a contradiction. 
Let s 5 t. Th en by (*) we get 
i(t-i)a,15i(t-i)(~+j-‘) 
i=O ;=o 
s t 
= 2 (t - i)ai + 1 6 C (t - i)a, + 1 . 
;=O ;=o 
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We have two possibilities: 
(1) C:_. (t - i)a, = C:=_O (t - i)( ‘+i-‘). 
(2) l+CI-o(r-i)a,=C:=,(t-i)(‘~+j-‘). 
Inthefirstcasewegetai=(“+~-‘),fori= . . . ..t-l.henceindeg(A)rtrs 
and PA(z) = z:SA (‘*+j-’ )z’ + bz’. By Theorem 2.1 this implies e, = et - ( 2 z I ), a 
contradiction. In the second case we get 1 = c & (t - i)(( “j - ’ ) - ai). This 
implies ai=(“+i-‘) for i=O,...,t-2 and a,_,=(“:!;‘)-1. Since sst it 
follows that 
p,(z)=tq~ij-i 
i =(I 
)zi+((“:;;‘)-1)P+bz’. 
henceindeg(A)=t-1 ande,=e(i)+(“~‘)(b~:21)-(~)(k+~-1)+t-1. 
Finally if s = t + 1, then by (*) we get 
i tt _ i) ( ” + j - ’ ) = 2 (t - i)a, + 1 = i (t - i)a, - a,,, + 1 l 
i =O i =O i=O 
This implies 
i(t-i)((“+j-l)-a,)=l-a,+,rO. 
i -0 
henceai=(“‘j-‘)fori=O,...,t-land r,+,=l.Itfollowsthat 
PA(Z) = r$ (h +; - ‘) .y + bz’ + Zt+’ 
i =0 
for some b 2 0, hence indeg(A) 2 t and e, = e( : ) + ( ’ l’ )( “I::; I ) ‘- 
” ‘I:- ’ ) + t. This proves the result in the case d 5 0. - (i)( 
It is clear that we also proved that if e, = et - ( fi: [ ) + 1, then c - 15 
indeg(A) 5 t + 1. Cl 
_ 
In the case indeg(A) = c - 1 we can extend our result to any dimension using 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. If (A, m) is a local Cohen-Macaulay ring with 
for some positive integer t, then gr,,,(A) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
roof. Let B be an artinian reduction of A. Since indeg(B) = indeg(A) = t - 1 
and embdim(B)=h, we have H,(i)=(“+j-‘) for i=O,...,t-2. Now 
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F 
P&)l(l - 2)” 2 PA(z) and equality holds if and only if gr,,,( A) is Cohen- 
Macaulay . We have 
d+t-d-i-l 
t_l_i ) 
hence H,(t - 1) 2 ( Ir F_!T’ ) - 1. Since indeg(B) = t - 1, this implies H&t - 1) = 
( “;J;‘) - 1. F rom this we get as before H,(t) 2 b and since n(A) = e(B), 
H,(t) = b. This proves that PA(z) = P,(r)l( 1 - z)“, hence gr,,,(A) is Cohen- 
Macaulay . q 
Proposition 2.6. Let (A, m) be a local Cohen- Macaulay ring and t a positive 
integer. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) e, =et- (::Ii)+landindeg(A)=t-1, 
(2) P*(z) = (C;:; ( k+j-‘)zi + (( “:-tr’ ) - 1)~‘~’ + bz’)l( 1 - z)“, with b 2 0. 
Moreover, if this is the case, gr,,,(A) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. It is clear that (2) implies (l). Let (1) hold. As in the proof of (5) 3 (1) in 
Theorem 2.1, we can use Theorem 2.4, Proposition 2.5 and [16, Corollary 2.41. to 
get that gr,,J A) is Cohen-Macaulay for every d 2 0. Thus P,(z) = PB(z) / 
(1 - z)“, where B is an artinian reduction of A. Hence ( 1) implies (2) since this is 
true for d = @ (see Proposition 2.4). U 
We do not know whether the equivalence between (1.2) and (1.3) in Proposi- 
tion 2.4 still holds if d 2 2. 
Proposition 2.7. Let (A, m) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring and t a positive 
integer. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) PA(z) = [C;;i ( h+i-l )ti + (( tl;:i2 j - 1)~~~~ + z']/(l - z)~, 
(2) e = ( t+h-l ‘1 ye, ) =te-(iII)+l. 
Proof. An easy computation shows that (1) implies (2). Let us assume that (2) 
holds. As before wc only need to prove the result for d = 0, 1. With this 
assumption we get indeg(A) = t - 1. otherwise, by Proposition 2.4. e = 
( “‘I:_‘) + b + l> (“‘A-’ ), a contradiction. Cl 
We cannot extend the result to the case e = ( ” ‘I:- ) + 1, as the following 
example shows. Let A = k[[t’, t”, t”]]; then we get e = 4, h = 2, hence, if t = 2, we 
havee=(“+L-‘)+l. On theotherhand, PA(z)=(l-2z+z7)/(1-z). 
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Remark. Notice that for a local ring verifying one of the equivalent conditions of 
Proposition 2.7, it holds that e = ( ” ‘I:- ’ ) + b - 1 and e, = te - ( ;: ,‘: ) + 1. In the 
foIIowing result we will prove that such numbers do not determine u(l). 
Proposition 2.8. Let I be a perjkct codirnensiun two ideal of R, arld let A = RI I. If 
e=(‘i’), q =et-(‘+j’)+ 1, thm 
t - 15 u(I) 5 t . 
Moreover, both vahes $or L’(I) actrrally ocmr. 
Proof. By [4, Theorem 31 we get ( “‘1’” ) 5 e 5 ( ‘: 1 ), hence u(I) 5 t + 1. If u(Z) = 
t + 1, by j4, Corollary 2.41 we get e, = et - ( ‘:’ ). Hence u(l) 5 t. 
From Proposition 2.7 we get dim,(l”(i)) = 0 for all i 5 t - 2, dim,(l”(t - 1)) = 
1 and dim,(l”(t)) = t. From this it is easy to see that u(l) 2 t - 1. Now we show 
that for every integer t, both values of u(l) are allowed. Let I be the ideal 
generated by the maximal minors of the t x (t - 1) matrix 
B= 
Then 
‘0 0 l -* 0 xt 
0 0 l -- x, 
0 0 --• x; 
x, 
0 . . . . . . . . 
6 i, . . . i, (j 
x; x; --• 0 0 
x, 0 --- 0 0 
I = <xl-‘, xl,-‘xi, x:-‘x;, . . . , x,x;-‘, XI+‘), 2 
hence 
:! 
p,(z)=f~ (i+l)z’+(t-l)z’_‘+z’ 
i=o 
and we get u(l)=t, e=(‘l’) and e, =et-(‘:‘)+ 1. 
Let I be the ideal generated by the maximal minors of the (t - 1) X (t - 2) 
matrix 
B= . 
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then 
I = (xi- I. xyx-;. xvx;. . . . . x,x’,- I. x; ) . 
hence 
2 
P,(z) = rg (i + 1)r’ + (t - 1)x’-’ + 2 
i = 0 
andwegetu(I)=t-l,e=(‘~‘)andel=et-(’~l)=l. q 
Proposition 2.9. Let (A. m) be a local Cohen-Macatrlay ring and t be a positive 
integer. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) et = et - ( \,’ : i ) + 1 and indeg( A) = t + 1, 
(2) e, = et -(;::I)+ 1 and e=(“l’)+ 1, 
(3) PA(Z) = (C;=() (“‘f-‘)z’ + z”‘)/(l - Z)d. 
Moreover, if this is the case, then gr,,,(A) is Cohen-Macarr!a;* 
Proof. The equivalence between (2) and (3) is nothing else than the equivalence 
between (3) and (1) in Theorem 2.1, with c = 1 and t + 1 instead of t. It is clear 
that (3) implies (1). Now we prove that (1) implies (3). If indeg(A) = t + 1. we 
have e?(“L’), hence e=(“i’)+r. with r?O. This implies e, =e(t+ 1)~ 
i 
/z+r+l 
h + 1 ) + 1 - r. If r =O, by [12, Theorem 3.31, we get PA(z) = & (“+i-’ )z’/ 
(1 - z)~, hence e, = e(t + 1) - (“+&;+ ), a contradiction. If r > 0, condition (5) 
ill Theorem 2.1 holds with I + 1 instead of t, and we get the conclusion. 0 
We are left to consider the case e, = et - ( ;il i ) + 1 and indeg(A) = t. We have 
seen in Theorem 2.4 that if d 5 1, then PA(z) = (~&!J’l’i-‘)z’ + bz’ + z’+‘)/ 
(1 - z)” for some b 2 0. If d Z= 2 we do not know whether this still holds. We can 
prove that every local Cohen-Macaulay ring with Poincare series 
PA(~)=(C:=~(h+j-l)~i+bz'+z'+l ) /( 1 - z)” has depth(gr,,,( A)) 2 d - l_ but 
this bound cannot be improved as the following example shows. If A = 
k[[t’, l’, t”, t”]], then PA(z) = (1 + 42 + z’ + z3)l( 1 - z), but is not difficult to 
prove that gr,J A) is not Cohen-Macaulay . 
Proposition 2.10. If (A, m) is a local Cohen-Macaulay ring with 
PA(z) = (‘g (‘~ + j- ‘) z’ + b.$ + z”‘),(l - 2)” 
i =(I 
for some t 2 1, depth(gr,,,( A)) 2 d - 1. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that k is infinite and d 2 2. Let 
( x,9..., x,,} be a minimal reduction of for and B = A /( ;, . . . . . x6,_, ). We have 
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I = indeg(Aj = indeg(B). ec - (;:I: ) + 1 = et(A) = el(B) and dim(B) = 1. Since 
e(A) = e(B), by Proposition 2.4 we get 
P&)=(~ (h+j-l)*‘+bl’+zf+l)l(L-z). 
i-0 
Hence P,(z) /( 1 - 2)“-’ = PA(z). This proves that k-r, . . . , qT__ I is a regular 
sequence in gr,,?(A) and the conclu+on follows. 
This result gives us the possibility to extend the equivalence between (2.2) and 
(2.3) in Proposition 2.4, to the higher-dimensional case. 
Proposition 2.11. Let A be a locui Cohen-Mac&ay ring and t a positive integer. 
The folh wing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) PA(f) = [c:::, (‘*+j-l)zi + bz’+ ?+‘]I(1 - z)“, 
(2) 4, = Ie -(:::()+ 1 and e2=e(i)+(“t’ a(“;::~‘)-(~)(“‘I:-‘)+t. 
Proof* It is easy to see that (1) implies (2). Let us assume that (2) holds and let 
d = 2. If B = A/(x,), where x,, x-, is a minimal reduction of m, then e,(A) = 
e,(B) and H,(n) 5 H:(n) for every rz 2 0, hence 
H:(n)=e(n:2)-e,(‘z:1)+e~(A) 
and 
H~(n)=e(n~2)-e,(n:1)+e2(B), 
hence ez( A! 5 e,(B). Since e,(B) = et - ( ;:zi) + 1, by Proposition 2.4, e :! (B)I 
e,(A). This implies e,(A) = e,(B) so that H,(n) = H;(n) for every n or, which is 
the same. P&z) = P&)/(1 - z). By Proposition 2.4, 
hence the conclusion follows. 
Now let d 2 3. Our properties are stable modulo the ideal generated by any 
element of a mikmal reduction of m. Further, Cohen-Macaulay local rings of 
dimension 2 = d - ‘,d - 1) + 1 with these properties have 
P,(z)+ (h+j-l)~;+b*‘+z’+l],(l-z)‘. 
i=O 
hence, by Proposition 2.10. depth(gr,,,( A)) 2 1. Thus WC may apply again the 
‘reducing dimension machine’ of Sally to get deythfgr,,,( A)) 2 (I - 1 I”or ewr?; n. 
This means that of s,, . . a . se, is a minimal reduction of FE? or! r
A@,, . . . ,x,,_& then f&z) = P&)/(1 - z)? This implies e,(A) = e*(C) for 
i = 0, 1,2, hence P&z) = zi::, (“+f-’ )z’ + bz’ -+ c”+ ‘P(1 - 2) by Proposition 2.3. 
The conclusion follows. c1 
We end this section with some results which extend to higher-dimensional $:ase 
the results of Kirby quoted in the 
Proposition 2.12. Let (A, nz) be a 
e-l 
P,(z) = z t’l( 1 - fyi . 
Then gr *, (A) is Cohen - Macaulay . 
Proof. Let B be an artinian reduction of A. We know that 
pB(z) 
(1 - 2)” 
2 PA(Z) = e$ zi/(l - z)d . 
i = 0 
e(B) = e(A) = e, indeg(B) = indeg(A) = e, and embdim(B) = cmbdim(A) - d = 
d + 1 - d = 1. This gives H,(n) = 1 for n = 0,. . . , e - 1 and FIB@) = 0. CY &at 
P,(z) = c;:; z’. This implies P,(Z) i( 1 - z j” = P,(z) and gr,J i; i 2, C >h#:n- 
Macaulay . Cl 
Proposition 2.13. Ler (A = KU, m = MU) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring. Tlrt 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(3) PA(Z) = c;:; z’i( 1 - z)4 
(2) e, = (5) 
(3) I=(f), with f E M’. #M”‘. 
Moreover, if this i’s the case, gr,,,(A) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. If P&) = zfr,’ z’/( 1 - )“, then h = 1 and I is a perfect codimension one 
ideal of the regular local ring R. This implies I = ( _f ) with f E MY f e &‘ + ‘. ; i 6 ) 
holds, then gr,,JA) = k[X, , . . . , &+ I] I( f* ), hence 
e-i 
PA(Z) = (1 - Z’)/( 1 - Z)d+l = C Z’/( 1 - Z:” 
I F 0 
Since (1) implies (2) we need only to prove that (2) implies ( T j. Using the bovc. 
proportion and the usual argument as in Theorem 2.1, it is enough to pr:yve the 
result in the case d = 
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Let d = 0, e, = ( s ) and PA(z) = cy=O a,& a, # 0. Since c a, = 0, we have 
sse-1. Thus 
e,-e=$i-l)ai=(i)-e=ie,‘j-1, 
which implies 
(e21)=k(i-l)ai= i @ai). 
i=z k=’ i=k 
Since 
S k-l 
c ai=t?- c a.Se-k, I 
i=k i = 0 
we get 
(e;l)+ (e-k)=(e;l)-(e;s), 
2 
hence ( ‘is ) C= 0. This implies e - s 5 1, hence s = e - 1 and PA(z) = c :zi zi. 
Let d = 1. We have h;(n) = e(n + 1) - e,, hence if n %O, e(n + 1) - e, = 
c y=o HA(i). By a result of Herzog and Waldi we have HA(j) 2 j + 1 if j + 15 e, 
hence 
e(n+ l)- i 
0 
= i H,(i)Z(l+2+ -0 l + e) + (n - e + 1)e 
i =0 
e+l = 
( 1 2 
+(n-e++)e=e(n+l)- ’ 
0 2 l 
This implies PA(z) = ~~~~ zi/( 1 - z) as wanted. Cl 
There is a natural extension of the above result to the case h > 1, namely: 
PA(z)=(l+hz+~~~~zi)l(l-z)disequivalent toe,=e-l+(eTh). Butthis 
does not hold as the following example shows. Let A = k[[t’, t’, t’“]]; then 
it is easy to see that gr,?,(A) = k[X, Y, Z]/(Y’Z, X’Z, Z’, Y”), hence 
PA(z) = (1 + 22 + 2z2 + z5)/(1 - z) and e, = 11= 6- 1+ (“r’). In fact the poly- 
nomial 6n - 11 is not l-rigid for the class of l-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local 
rings. The local ring A = k[[X, Y, Z]]l(X’, XY, Y’) is Coben-Macaulay of di- 
mension i and has PA(z) = (1 + 2z + z2 + z3 + z4)/(1 - z), hence e = 6 and 
e, = 11. We will see in the next section that 6n - 11 is l-rigid for the class of 
l-dimensional graded Cohen-Macaulay rings. 
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3. Graded algebras 
It is clear that all the results proved for local rings in the above sections hold for 
Cohen-Macaulay graded algebras too. In this section we will give more examples 
of rigid polynomials for some class of graded algebras. It is clear that all the 
notations and definitions we gave for local rings can be extended to graded 
algebras. 
It is well known that if (A, m) is a one-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay ring, then 
i(A) 5 e - 1 and the bound is sharp. If we assume that gr,,(A) is Cohen- 
Macaulay, we can find a better bound, as the following result shows: 
k;oposition 3.1. Let A be a graded Cohen-Macaulay ring. Then 
i(.4) 5 e - d - h + 1 . 
Proof. Since i(A) = s - d + 1, we need to prove that s 5 e - h. But s, e, h do not 
change from A to an artinian reduction B, so we can assume d = 0. Let 
PA(z) = Cyco a$; then e = CIzO ai = 1 c h + CIZ2 ai 2 1 + h + s - 1 = h + S. Cl 
The bound is sharp as the following example shows. Let 
A=k[[X,,..., X,1+,]]ll where I = (XiXj, Xi-“+‘) with 15 i lj 5 h and (i, j) # 
(h, h). Then PA(z) = (1 + hz + z’ + l l - + z’-“) /( 1 - z)~? so s = e - h. 
We remark that the inequality of the above proposition does not hold in the 
local case. Let A = k[[ t”, t’, t’l]], then PA(z) = (1 + 2z + z’) /( 1 - z), hence 
i(A) = 3, but e - d-h-!-1=4-I-2+1=2. 
Proposition 3.2. Let A be a graded Cohen-Macaulay ring. The following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(1) PA(z) = (1+ hz f c;:; zi)/(l - z)“, 
(2) s=e - h, 
(3) e1 =e-l+(‘_“). 
Proof. From the above proof it is clear that (1) and (2) are equivalent. Also if (1) 
holds, we get 
e,=h+x :~~i=h+(e-~+l)-l 
+e-h+h-l=e-1+ . 
Now let (3) hold and let B be an artinian reduction of A. Then e, (A) = e,(B), 
hence we may assume n = 0. Let d = 0 and P,(X) = & aiX’; then 
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e,-e= 
hence we get 
]=i:(i-t)ai=-l+~(i-I)ai, 
i =0 i=f 
Since 
s k-l k-l 
c ai=e- CEi=e c -l-h-c a,se-I--h-(k-2), 
i=k i=O i=’ 
we get 
(‘,“)si (e-h_k+l)=(e~h)-(e-h~S+l), 
k-2 
This implies e -h-s+l(:l, hencesze-h. •1 
In [18, Theorem C], is proven that for all graded Cohen-Macaulay algebras A 
it holds i(A) + dim(A) 2 indeg(A). Following Schenzel we say that A is an 
extremal Cohen-Macaulay ring if i(A) + dim(A) = indeg(A) (see Proposition 
1.4). 
Remark. Let A be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring. If 
equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.1 with c = 0, then 
Cohen-Macaulay ring. 
A verifies one of the 
gr,,,( A) is an extremal 
In [ 181 is proven that for all graded Gorensrein algebras A with indeg(A) = t it 
holds s 2 2t - 2. Following Schenzel we say that A is an extremal Gorenstein ring 
if s = 2t - 2. 
Extremal Gorenstein algebras A with indeg(_4) = t have Poincare series 
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a graded Gorenstein ring, then 
2e,(A) = se(A) . 
oaf. Let PA(z) = Cfco aizi/(l - z)~. Recall that e(A) = Cico ai and e,(A) = 
c 
s 
i=O ia,. From the symmetry of the Hilbert function of graded Gorenstein 
algebras of dimension 0 [20, Theorem 4.11, we get the claim. Cl 
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Proposition 3.5. Let A be a graded Gorenstein ring. 
(1) If t=indeg(_4), then e(A)r(“‘,:-I)+(“‘,:-‘). 
(2) If t is a positive integer. the forlo wing conditions are earrivalent : 
(24 p~(*)=(CI=:,(h+j-l)(Zi+ Zlt-2-r)_(h:lr2)*t-1);(l --z)d, 
(2-2) e = h+t-1 ( )+( a+I:_2) and e, = e(t - l), 
(2-3) e=( Ir+t-l i )+(“‘,:-‘) and indeg(A)rt, 
(2.4) e1 = e(t - 1) and indeg(A) 1 t, 
(2.5) A is extremal and indeg(A) = t. 
Proof. We know by [20, Theorem 4.11, that PA(z) = zfzo aiz’l( 1 - z)~ where 
ai = a,_i. If t=indeg(A), then ai=(“+j-‘) for very i=O,...,t-1, hence 
sz2t-2 and 
This proves ( 1). 
By [18] we know that (2.1) and (2.5) are equivalent, while it is clear that (2.1) 
implies (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4). Let (2.2) hold. By Lemma 3.4, we get 2e, = 
2e(t - 1) = se, hence s = 2(t - 2) which irnI+s e = 2 zfif a, + a,_,. If in- 
deg(A) < t. we get a,_, < ( h :i i2 ), hence 
-2t~2ai+a,_,~2t~2(h+i-1 e- 
i=O i = 0 
i )+(“:‘I’) 
=(h+;-I)+(“+;-‘), 
a contradiction. Hence (2.2) implies (2.3). 
NOW we prove that (2.3) implies (2.1). We have ai = (I’ +j-’ ) for i = 0,. . . , 
t-l; ifs>2t-2, thene>2z:$ai+a,_, =e, acontradiction. Hences=2t-2 
and (2.1) holds. Finally let (2.4) hold. By Lemma 3.4 we get s = 2(t - 2), hence 
e T= 2 C:$ ai + a,_,. Since indeg(A) 2 t, we get e = ( h ‘I:- ’ ) + ( h ‘i - ’ ), hence 
(2.2) holds. Cl 
Remark 1. The condition e, = e(t - 1) is not equivalent to the others. Let 
A = k[X, Y] /(X2, Y’); A is a Gorenstein graded ring of dimension 0 with 
PA(z) = I + 22 + 2z2 + 2z” + z”. I-Ience e = 8, e, = 16 = 8(3 - l), but indeg(A) = 
2. 
Remark 2. Also, the condition e = ( h +A-’ ) + ( It+;-’ ) is not equivalent to the 
others. Let A = k[X, Y]/(X’, Y” I; A is a Gorenstein graded ring of dimension 0 
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with PA(z) = (1 - z’)( 1 - z’) /( 1 - z)’ = 1 + 22 + 22’ + 9 - l + 22’ + z”. Hence e = 
16= ( z+;- 1) + (‘+;-’ ), but indeg(A) = 2 c 4. 
Remark 3. The inequality e(A) 1: ( ” ‘i- ’ ) + ( ” +id2 ) has been conjectured by 
Rossi and Valla in [ 121, for any Gorenstein local ring A. 
Example. Let J be an homogeneous codimension three ideal of S = 
k[]X,’ m ’ - 9 &II such that A = S/J is Gorenstein. From the structure theorem of 
codimension three Gorenstein ideals given by Buchsbaum and Einsenbud, we get 
u(J) s 2 indeg(A) + 1. From the above proposition we get: 
(1) e,(A) 2 (u(J)” - v(J)) J24, 
(2) if u is a positive integer, the following statements are equivalent: 
(2.1) e,(A) = (v” - v)124, v = v(J), 
(2.2) e,(A) = (v” - v) J24, e,(A) = (v” - u)(v - 3) 148. 
The analogous result in the local case has been proved in [6]. Similar results can 
be obtained for cut ger classes of determinantal Gorenstein ideals. 
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